KABC™-II NU Scales

A range of scales and subtests gives you a detailed picture of cognitive ability

KABC-II NU scales and their subtests include:

**Simultaneous/ Gv**

- Triangles
- Face Recognition
- Pattern Reasoning (ages 5 and 6)
- Block Counting
- Story Completion (ages 5 and 6)
- Conceptual Thinking
- Rover
- Gestalt Closure

**Sequential/ Gsm**

- Word Order
- Number Recall
- Hand Movements

**Planning/ Gf**

- Pattern Reasoning (ages 7–18)
- Story Completion (ages 7–18)

**Learning/ Glr**

- Atlantis
- Atlantis Delayed
- Rebus
- Rebus Delayed

**Knowledge/ Gc** included in the CHC model only
• Riddles
• Expressive Vocabulary
• Verbal Knowledge